
 Back Level™ patent-pending design 
bridges the vacuum between the flat 
surface of the bed and your spine, giving 
you more comfort and support while you 
sleep, thus, reducing your overall back 
pain.
    
    Back Level™ is designed to give 360     Back Level™ is designed to give 360 
degrees of lumbar support while lying on 
your back, side, or stomach! This gives 
you a night of healthy and comfortable 
sleep.
 
    This cushion is equipped with     This cushion is equipped with 
intelligently designed foam that can resist 
common bugs as well as allergens found 
in the bed, all while giving extra comfort 
and support to your lower back. Using 
Back Level™ throughout the night 
supports the spine from various stresses.

    Back Level™ uses bamboo fabric.     Back Level™ uses bamboo fabric. 
This fabric is porous which gives your 
skin a cool dry sensation, which reduces 
allergic skin and respiratory reactions 
caused by particles and other microbial 
organisms. 

  Back Level™ can be used on any type 
of mattress it’s also reversible for neck 
and head support.

  Can also be used on sofas, chairs and 
in automobiles.  

Back Support While you Sleep

Benefits of Back Level™ 
Unique Design

flat mattress no lumbar support

lumbar support while you sleep

WITHOUT 

WITH BACK LEVEL

    Back Level™ uses bamboo fabric. 
This fabric is porous which gives your 
skin a cool dry sensation, which reduces 
allergic skin and respiratory reactions 
caused by particles and other microbial 
organisms. 

  Back Level™ can be used on any type 
of mattress it’s also reversible for neck 
and head support.

  Can also be used on sofas, chairs and 
in automobiles.  
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   Introducing our highest quality back 
pillow. 

    Features the same great traditional 
functions as Back level.
    
    Our Plus fabric wicks moistu    Our Plus fabric wicks moisture and 
heat away for an increased cooler 
sensation.

  Removable washable plush pillow 
case is fade, shrink and crease resistant.

   Features our highest quality and 
environmentally friendly foam.

    Back Level plus™ can be used on any 
type of mattress it’s also reversible for 
neck and head support.

    Can also be used on sofas, chairs and 
in automobiles.

  

plus fabric

Back Level plus™ is 
Made in America

Back Level Plus™ 

+
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